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f one were to pay a visit to the

Klimts were restituted by the Austrian

homepage of either Christie’s

government to Maria Altman, and sub-

or Sotheby’s respective web-

sequently sold at Christie’s for record

sites, one could expect to find

prices. It was a promising develop-

three things: highlights from the most

ment, and, as one journalist wrote, “the

recent auction, highlights from upcom-

adage that possession is nine-tenths

ing auctions, and some sort of personal

of the law appears to be holding less

interest feature on a prominent collec-

and less sway in the art world.”2 Unfor-

tor, a directing member of the auction-

tunately, that optimism was premature.

eering team, or a relevant artist. These

Using two comparable and recently

features are the equivalent of a restau-

sold artworks as case studies, I present

rant framing a good review on the wall;

the respective restitution procedures

they seem to validate the operations

of both auction houses. Having estab-

of either house, but they are also quite

lished a hypothetical, ideal scenario, I

limited in scope. Christie’s and Sothe-

reveal the complications encountered

by’s frequently appear in the papers,

with the pieces in question, and I con-

but such columns rarely offer more

trast the respective response of each

than a few dollar figures of sales, and

house. Thereafter, I examine a number

perhaps a quotation of one of their spe-

of unrelated cases, with the intention

cialists concurring that the market is in

of evincing that behind the glamour of

whatever state the money suggests. It

multi-million dollar sales, behind the in-

is all well and good, but not particularly

spiring speeches on justice, Christie’s

elucidating.

and Sotheby’s may not be the beacons

In 2006, however, a larger public

of moral integrity they claim to be.

was exposed to a facet of these auc-

Currently, Christie’s and Sotheby’s

tion houses that receives much less at-

are the two largest auction houses

tention: the restitution of Holocaust-era

in the world. They are also two of the

1

looted art to its rightful heirs. This

only three auction houses with inte-

was the year in which the Bloch-Bauer

grated restitution services.3 The Chris-
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tie’s Restitution Department has been

at Christie’s and which was affected by

active since the late nineties and is

questions of Holocaust-era spoliation,

currently headed by Monica Dugot,

may be used to illustrate the applica-

the former Deputy Director of the Ho-

tion of the aforementioned guidelines.

locaust Claims Processing Office.4 Al-

Stadt am blauen Fluss, the painting in

though it is not a prominent feature on

question, was created prior to 1945 (fig.

the Christie’s website, the department

1).10 Christie’s would, therefore, begin

is not terribly challenging to find, and,

by attempting to establish provenance

upon its location, it immediately affirms

through the consignor, in this case, the

a number of things. Firstly, it claims to

estate of Ilona Gerstel.11 Having dis-

be based on four principles: fairness,

covered a significant gap in the prov-

transparency, consistency and practi-

enance, the house would then attempt

cality.5 Secondly, it assures visitors that

to contact any potential claimants to

Christie’s checks all lots for potential

the piece, and would ascertain whether

spoliation issues.6 The department also

they intend to pursue a claim.12 In this

presents itself as “[a]n open door to po-

case, Christie’s would have identified

tential claimants and Christie’s clients

Leon Fischer and Milos Vavra as the

7

to discuss concerns.” This includes

two heirs of the original owner, Franz

general assistance with claims. Finally,

Grünbaum.13 The house would then

to address the limitations of the existing

ask Fischer and Vavra for all available

laws on restitution, and to compensate

information relating to their claim. In

for the lack of a governing body, Chris-

due course, Christie’s would open an

tie’s uses its own guidelines for dealing

anonymous dialogue between these

8

two individuals, and the consignor.14

These guidelines were published in

Christie’s acts only as a sort of medi-

2009, and are presently the only ones

ator, in such instances, sharing infor-

of their kind to be publicly available.9

mation between parties, and providing

with Holocaust-era spoliation issues.

A 1910 watercolour by the Austrian

some guidance. Mediation is an alter-

artist Egon Schiele, which recently sold

nate form of dispute resolution, espe-

cially useful in extra-legal cases. While

much easier to share between the of-

it does consider legal doctrine, it is not

ten multiple heirs of restituted property.

dictated by law and can, for that rea-

The second reason is that cash is often

15

more desirable than an artwork which

Christie’s will mediate such a dialogue

may have little sentimental value to the

for up to six months, after which time it

heirs, who may never have known the

reserves the right to open the case in

original owner. Even if a claimant did

court of competent jurisdiction, or, with

wish to retain the restituted property,

agreement of all parties, to submit the

the cost of insurance can often be too

son, accommodate broader claims.

Dugot

high.20 Finally, Christie’s is frequently

has stated this timeframe is enforced

willing to waive the usual consignment

to as a way of keeping momentum, as

fee and offer a guaranteed return on

well as providing a consistent period for

the work, regardless of whether it sells.

when other means of settlement should

Martin Roth, director of the Dresden

be considered.17 However, this time-

State Art Collections, once explained

frame may also be related to the fact

that it is “a business in which many

that Christie’s does not charge fees for

secondary players, lawyers, art deal-

any of the restitution services they pro-

ers, are trying to get their piece of the

vide.18 Thus, if no deals are being bro-

pie. These are often the driving forces

kered, the house is losing money.

and are driving up the prices.”21 There

claim to an alternative forum.

16

The restitution of Schiele’s Stadt by

is such an acute demand, that there is

this method could potentially indicate

almost no chance of the work failing to

the end of Christie’s involvement in the

sell.

matter, because the house does not

Sotheby’s offers the same sort of

oblige claimants to subsequently consign any restituted property.19 That said,
restituted art usually does proceed to
the auction block for a number of reasons. The main reason is that cash is
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Fig. 1: Egon Schiele, Stadt am blauen Fluss (Krumau) [Town on Blue River (Krumau)], 1910, gouache,
watercolour, metallic paint and black Conté crayon on paper, 31.4 × 45 cm.

deal, post-restitution.22 In fact, much

it is reasonable to assume that Chris-

of Sotheby’s approach to dealing with

tie’s is similarly interested in that infor-

Holocaust-era art issues appears to

mation, they have made no mention of

be comparable to that of Christie’s.

23

having an equivalent database.

Nonetheless, there are a few notable

The reasons for the conservative

differences. The first is that Sotheby’s

nature of Sotheby’s restitution services

does not have a webpage dedicated

are not certain, but recent adjustments

to their restitution department. Further-

to the corporate structure may provide

more, this department does not feature

some insight; they also suggest that the

in the departmental index, even though

status quo will not soon improve.25 Dan-

a search of its respective global and Eu-

iel Loeb, hedge fund manager and larg-

ropean directors, Lucian Simmons and

est shareholder of Sotheby’s, is solely

Richard Aronowitz-Mercer, lists them

concerned with the short-term profitabil-

as belonging to it. Evidently, Sotheby’s

ity of the auction house.26 Among many

services are not nearly as accessible as

other consequences, this means that

those offered by its rival, and it should

the restitution department will probably

come as no surprise that Sotheby’s

receive no favours. On rare occasions

has also yet to publish its own set of

it generates large, isolated revenue,

guidelines for applying these services.

but the complimentary nature of its ser-

The final major difference between the

vices, combined with waivers and guar-

two houses is that Sotheby’s claims to

antees, almost certainly mean that it is

have been amassing a database of Ho-

not profitable.27 For example, between

locaust-era art trade, including lists of

2001 and 2006, Sotheby’s averaged

dealers, auction catalogues, reported

twelve restitution cases a year, but only

losses, et cetera. They even claim to be
happy to share its contents, provided,
as Simmons put it, “the information is
not commercially sensitive or subject to
confidentiality restrictions.”24 Although
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saw a combined total of £50 million in
28

54

cial pressure, and extensive media cov-

revenue from ensuing sales. Much of

erage.32 However, none of these factors

that would have gone to the consign-

were as important to Sotheby’s as its

ors, and the rest would likely not cover

suddenly compromised reputation. So-

the extensive man-hours involved in

theby’s had long been the target of ac-

provenance research and mediation,

cusations of smuggling and selling loot-

which often involve the costly services

ed art, from a variety of epochs,33 but its

of senior executives and lawyers. The

greatest scandal came in February of

reason Christie’s may be able to offer

1997. On 7 February, a number of ma-

a seemingly better established service

jor newspapers revealed the disturbing

is not only because Christie’s is slightly

findings of journalist Peter Watson’s

more profitable, but also because it is a

six-year investigation into Sotheby’s

privately owned company — the prop-

antiquities trade, in conjunction with the

erty of French retail billionaire François

publication of his book, Sotheby’s: The

Pinault.29 Accordingly, Christie’s has

Inside Story.34 Watson had undercover

inherently more financial stability and

footage of illicit deals, extensive inter-

its profits do not come under the same

nal communications, correspondences

30

kind of scrutiny.

with smugglers and their dealers, and

One may wonder why either Chris-

592 documented cases of smuggling.35

tie’s or Sotheby’s entered the field of

Watson’s report was disastrous to So-

restitution, if it is not particularly prof-

theby’s public reputation,36 but internal

itable. Sotheby’s began its restitution

memos from the time hardly indicate re-

services in 1997, the same year in

morse. One of these, published in Wat-

which the HCPO was founded.

31

Ac-

son’s book, asks whether we should

cording to Morris Ratner and Caryn

“stop selling anything that might have

Becker, four factors built momentum

been smuggled, for PR reasons? How

towards large-scale restitution in the

much would there be left to sell in cer-

late nineties: European guilt, American

tain instances?”37 This sort of flippan-

administrative interest, American finan-

cy raises questions about the motives

behind the Holocaust-era restitution

At first, the auction house claimed to

services. One of these questions was

have been unable to determine when,

answered during a restitution sympo-

over the course of the past millennium,

sium hosted by Sotheby’s Amsterdam

the sculpture had left Cambodia. This

in 2008. Simmons and Aronowitz-Mer-

asseveration was contrary to the opin-

cer, the restitution department heads,

ion of the archeologist they hired, Eric

reflected on their first encounters with

Bourdonneau, who proffered that the

Nazi-looted art. When it was revealed,

sculpture was in place as early as the

in 1997, that Sotheby’s had been sell-

1960s, noting that the piece had first

ing looted art, it was extremely embar-

appeared at auction in 1975.42 The crit-

rassing, and clearly established a need

ical importance of dates is that Article

to “take measures to prevent further ex-

1 of the UNESCO International Code,

posure.”38 To iterate, the purpose of the

effective as of 1970, states that trad-

restitution was not to make amends,

ers are not to deal in cultural property

but to provide a buffer of good press.39

known to be looted after that year.43

The truth of this bold assertion is

Believing that Sotheby’s had falsified a

easily confirmed by a brief examina-

sworn declaration to the United States

tion of a recent case, involving the sale

Customs and Border Protection Agen-

of a stolen tenth-century Cambodian

cy, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern

Duryodhana sculpture, valued at US

District of New York filed a civil forfeiture

$3 million. In November 2010, Sothe-

suit against the house.44 In the follow-

by’s contacted a Cambodian minister

ing year of litigations, it was revealed

to alert him that the house would be

that not only had Sotheby’s known, all

selling the sculpture. No reply was re-

along, that the sculpture had been sto-

ceived until the day of the auction, 24
March 2011, when the Cambodian government requested that the sculpture
be removed from the sale.40 It was, but
Sotheby’s was reluctant to restitute it.41
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len from its original location circa 1972,

work (fig. 2). It has many commonali-

but the two individuals it had procured

ties with the Schiele discussed earlier.

to testify to having seen it in London, a

Both works were originally owned by

decade earlier, were the alleged smug-

murdered Jewish-Austrian entertain-

gler and his colleague.45 Unsurprisingly,

er Franz Grünbaum. Both works were

upon this revelation, Sotheby’s and the

acquired through uncertain means by

consignor agreed to forfeit the statue.46

Dr. Eberhard Kornfeld, a Swiss deal-

Of course, the realm of Holocaust

er, circa 1956, and subsequently sold

restitution is different from the antiqui-

through New York dealer Otto Kallir to

ty trade in several ways. For example,

their penultimate owners.47 Both works

the claimants in Holocaust restitution

were recently sold at auction; Torso

cases are usually private individuals,

was sold by Sotheby’s for US $1.33 mil-

whereas those in antiquities disputes

lion, 4 November 2014, and Stadt was

are usually governing bodies with differ-

sold for US $2.97 million at Christie’s on

ent interests. Furthermore, provenance

5 November 2014. Yet, whereas Chris-

can be challenging to ascertain in Ho-

tie’s and the consignor brokered a deal

locaust restitution cases, but antiquities

that would benefit all parties, including

are rarely traceable through any net-

the Grünbaum heirs, Sotheby’s and its

work, because of the illicit nature of the

consignor sought no such deal.48 To

trade and the poor documentation of

understand why, some contextual infor-

colonial excavations. Most importantly,

mation is necessary.

there remains great complicity among

Torso has been at the centre of

collectors of antiquities, thereby inhib-

nearly a decade of high-profile litiga-

iting progress. It is, therefore, useful to

tions. The Bakalar v. Vavra case was

examine a case wherein the artwork

opened when the owner of the work,

is at the centre of a title dispute due

Boston philanthropist David Bakalar,49

to potential Holocaust-era spoliation.

sold it at auction in 2005, only for the

Schiele’s 1917 Sitzende Mit Angezoge-

sale to be voided when the Grünbaum

nem Linken Bein (Torso) is just such a

heirs contacted Sotheby’s.50 Baka-

lar considered himself to be bona fide

The court held that the Fischer and

purchaser. He had purchased the work

Vavra’s ancestors had reason to be

in 1963 indirectly from Kornfeld, who

aware of the existence of Franz Grün-

in turn claimed to have bought it from

baum’s collection, but that they did not

Grünbaum’s sister-in-law, Mathilde Lu-

diligently pursue any claim.55 This de-

kacs-Herzl.

51

The main problem with

fence barred Fischer and Vavra from

this story is that Lukacs-Herzl could not

making any further arguments regard-

have transferred title to Kornfeld, hav-

ing title. Consequently, Sotheby’s was

ing never been named a rightful heir of

again content to offer Torso on behalf

Grünbaum.

52

Furthermore, according

of Bakalar, and it acknowledged Lu-

to New York law, no one can acquire

kacs-Herzl’s ownership in its prove-

good title of a work if any of its previous

nance. Christie’s, by contrast, treated

possessors have not acquired good ti-

their comparable work, Stadt, like loot-

tle.53 In October 2012, after several rul-

ed art, listing the Nazi shipping com-

ings, appeals and reversals, the United

pany, Schenker & Co., as part of its

States Court of Appeals for the Sec-

provenance.56 One may be tempted to

ond Circuit upheld the 2011 ruling, by

glean from this that Christie’s and the

the New York Southern District Court,

Gerstel estate recognized that legality

that Torso should remain with Bakalar.

does equal morality. Nevertheless, the

William Charron, Bakalar’s lawyer, had

latter could have made the same claim

successfully used the laches defence,

as Bakalar, but may have chosen not

which asseverated

to, because of the potentially crippling
legal fees involved.

(1) the claimant was aware of the claim (or had reason to know of the
claim), (2) the claimant inexcusably delayed in taking action, and (3) the
defending party was prejudiced as a result.54
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Fig. 2: Egon Schiele, Sitzende mit angezogenem linken Bein (Torso) [Seated Woman with Bent Left Leg
(Torso)], 1917, gouache and black crayon on paper, 29.9 × 43.2 cm

Christie’s is generally very care-

Pratley did investigate. In fact, using

ful when dealing with potential Holo-

Tasch’s research, he was able to con-

caust-era art issues, but this is not to

tact one of the Rosenthal heirs, whom

say that their record is immaculate. In

he informed of the situation.61 A final

2000, a German collector by the name

communication, from 2007, indicated

consigned a

only that a dialogue had been opened.62

work by the seventeenth-century Dutch

Mr. Schünemann’s woes may be

of Carl Schünemann
painter, Jacob Duck.

57

58

The midcentu-

used to highlight another problem as-

ry genre painting, Merry Company in

sociated with the restitution services

an Interior, was discovered by Steph-

provided by both Christie’s and Sothe-

anie Tasch, a Christie’s researcher, to

by’s. The same year that he encoun-

have been looted by the Nazis in 1937

tered problems with Merry Company,

from the collection of Ulla and Moritz

Schünemann consigned another Dutch

Rosenthal.59 The Rosenthals were later

painting of similar vintage, The Back-

murdered at Auschwitz, but their four

gammon Players by Jan Steen. While it

children emigrated to known locations.

was not Holocaust-era loot, it had been

Instead following their own guidelines,

stolen from the London home of Phil-

and using this information to contact

lipe Marcq in 1979, and it was flagged

the surviving heirs, Christie’s quietly

by the Art Loss Register.63 The Art Loss

returned the painting to Schünemann,

Register (ALR) is a London-based pri-

and informed him that he would have to

vate database of stolen art.64 Founded

certify good title. An internal memo from

in 1991 by members of the art trade

Tasch to Johanna Hall, an in-house le-

and the insurance industry, it is now the

gal counsel, read “So, we are withdraw-

world’s largest database of its kind.65

ing the picture, it will be broken gently
to the consignor […] Let’s hope no
journalist will have the idea to do this
research all over again.”60 Unfortunately for Christie’s, The Guardian’s Nils
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Two corporations which took a special

database, but this certificate is not a

interest in the information held by the

guarantee of good title.71 Naturally, this

ALR were Christie’s and Sotheby’s;

condition will not affect any works which

they are two of its largest sharehold-

have been restituted; it merely provides

ers.66 Both auction houses pay the ALR

the auction houses with a small buffer

to check against its database any con-

in the majority of other cases.

signed item.67

60

While the possible origins of Sothe-

The idea of a self-governed ser-

by’s services have now been explored,

vice, dealing in stolen art, has some

the same cannot be said for Christie’s.

potential problems. Indeed, the ALR

Despite enduring its own share of scan-

has received criticism for its clandes-

dals, none coincide with its decision to

tine methods for recovering property,

create a restitution department. Admit-

among other things.68 The ALR also

tedly, there is no accessible published

has some more concrete issues. Firstly,

date, but it is understood to be some

the database is not exhaustive.69 Sec-

time soon after its rival’s decision.72

ondly, the service is not infallible. The

The truth may simply be that Christie’s

ALR flagged Steen’s The Backgam-

could not bear to let their rivals get all

mon Players, when it was consigned in

the lucrative commissions they imag-

2000 with the Dutch gallery, Douwes,

ined would be generated by the inter-

but the ALR had missed the painting

national tide of restitution awareness,

three years earlier, when it had been

swelling at the time. Even a decade

70

consigned with Christie’s. The auction

later, Simmons estimated that there

house only avoided liability, because

was between £5.7 billion and £17 bil-

the painting had failed to sell. The final

lion worth of unclaimed artworks.73 This

limitation of the ALR is that its services

is not to mention the fact that Christie’s

are not as comprehensive as their de-

realized that the cultural change would

scription suggests. A certificate is pro-

demonize the selling of Nazi-looted

vided to consignors, assuring them

art.74 At a 2011 restitution symposium,

that their work was cleared against the

hosted by Christie’s, Dugot recognized

that the market is criticized for being

casions.”77 While no existing restitution

neither transparent nor accountable,

laws are extensive enough to stifle

and that with increasingly aware buy-

trade, consignors are not unreasonably

ers, Christie’s must demonstrate integ-

wary of having their property taken due

rity. Basically, “Christie’s reputation and

to ancient title disputes.

commercial success are one and the
same.”75

The former head of Sotheby’s antiquities once mused, “I don’t think one

The implications of that seemingly

ever knows where antiquities come

evident statement are profound with re-

from. We assume that our clients have

gards to the restitution departments at

title to whatever it is they are selling.”78

Christie’s and Sotheby’s. The probabil-

Few individuals would condone the

ity that the two auction houses created

looting of Cycladic tombs, for example,

their respective departments because

but there has yet to be the sort of wide-

it would be good for business, in one

spread desire and organized effort to

way or another, is hardly out of line

cease the activity, for which there was

with any corporate philosophy. Nev-

the implementation of Holocaust-era

ertheless, this paper has attempted to

restitution in the nineties.79 The gen-

provide evidence suggesting that the

eral complacency, or even complici-

two houses regard restitution as little

ty, regarding the surreptitious trade of

more than a formality. In his paper on

antiquities, is evident when recalling

restitution since the 1998 Washington

Sotheby’s comportment in the Cambo-

Conference on Holocaust Era Assets,

dian sculpture epic, already examined.

Charles A. Goldstein, Esq., notes that

To the best of my knowledge, neither

the commercial art trade would prefer

Christie’s nor Sotheby’s currently have

to end restitution.76 The reasons are
clear; according to Irini A. Stamatoudi,
“[t]here is no doubt that long prescription of claim periods impede trade and
create instability in law on certain oc-
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any plans to expand their restitution

fed project of a luxury goods billionaire.

services to other areas, such as antiq-

Perhaps as a consequence of its less

uities.80 This is not for a lack of mate-

stable financial situation, the Sotheby’s

rial; a study at Cambridge University

restitution department gives the im-

suggested that while thirty-to-forty per-

pression of being somewhere between

cent of global antiquities pass through

clandestine and haphazard. Yet, it is

the New York and London markets, an

in the unguarded words of executives

estimated ninety percent are without

and in the shameful revelations of court

provenance — a euphemism for stolen,

proceedings where one may detect the

81

smuggled, or both.

62

The issue is that,

more troubling realities of the restitution

unlike Nazi-looted paintings, antiquities

services. These services are a façade;

are usually stolen from national heri-

Sotheby’s restitution department was

tage sites. They would, therefore, be

born a serendipitously timed distrac-

restituted to public institutions, which

tion and, in some capacity, continues to

have little interest in consigning them.

function as such. If Sotheby’s antiqui-

As Theodore N. Kaplan, the former

ties dealings are at all representative of

head counsel at Sotheby’s, astutely ob-

the house’s attitude towards stolen art,

served, “it’s all market-driven.”

82

In the

there remains tremendous progress to

case of antiquities, there is no money to

be made. Finally, with regard to the due

83

be made in dealing honourably.

diligence of both houses, one wonders

The bluntness of Kaplan’s statement

how often the ALR fails to notice other

gives one pause. It has already been

stolen works within its own database.

proven that the restitution services of

Disconcerting, though these uncertain-

Christie’s and Sotheby’s are flawed.

ties may be, I do not believe that the

Of the two houses, Christie’s, seems

services provided by Christie’s and So-

to be the more righteous, but that may

theby’s should be entirely discredited.

be largely due to its better organization

Discussing the gradual and segmented

and sleek web design — benefits of its

restitution of the extensive Goudstikker

privileged status as a polished, cash-

collection, Lawrence M. Kaye noted

that the two surviving heirs of Jacques
Goudstikker were still seeking the return of approximately one thousand lost
pieces of the latter’s collection. Kaye
explained that without the assistance
of the extensive resources of restitution
services — connections to private collectors, in particular — this task would
likely be impossible.84 The only viable
option is to maintain a critical perspective regarding the restitution services
offered by Christie’s and Sotheby’s.
While they do perform an indispensable
task, their motives for doing do so appear to be rooted less in morality than
in money.
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79 Ratner and Becker, “Class Action,” 352. The
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81 McGill Myrphy, “Sotheby’s: The Inside Story.”
I have been unable to locate the precise study in
question, but a number of sources confirm these
figures, including Neil Brodie of the MacDonald

Institute for Archeological Research at Cambridge
University. See Section 2, in particular, of Brodie’s
extensive report, Stealing History: The Illicit Trade
in Cultural Material.
82 Schachner Chanen, “Art ATTACK,” 52.
Kaplan was reflecting on the changing approach
to Holocaust restitution.
83 Again, I would like to clarify that while restitution is not terribly profitable, it is better than the
inability to sell art with outstanding Holocaust-era
title issues. Although the culture is gradually
progressing, there is still immense money in
antiquities, regardless of provenance.
84 Lawrence M. Kaye, “The Netherlands: The
Return of the Goudstikker Collections,” (paper
presented at Christie’s Holocaust Art Loot and
Restitution Symposium, Milan, 23 June 2011.)
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